In many situations in contemporary science and engineering, the analysis and prediction of crucial phenomena occur often through complex dynamical equations that have significant model errors compared with the true signal in nature. Here, a systematic information theoretic framework is developed to improve model fidelity and sensitivity for complex systems including perturbation formulas and multimodel ensembles that can be utilized to improve both aspects of model error simultaneously. A suite of unambiguous test models is utilized to demonstrate facets of the proposed framework. These results include simple examples of imperfect models with perfect equilibrium statistical fidelity where there are intrinsic natural barriers to improving imperfect model sensitivity. Linear stochastic models with multiple spatiotemporal scales are utilized to demonstrate this information theoretic approach to equilibrium sensitivity, the role of increasing spatial resolution in the information metric for model error, and the ability of imperfect models to capture the true sensitivity. Finally, an instructive statistically nonlinear model with many degrees of freedom, mimicking the observed non-Gaussian statistical behavior of tracers in the atmosphere, with corresponding imperfect eddy-diffusivity parameterization models are utilized here. They demonstrate the important role of additional stochastic forcing of imperfect models in order to systematically improve the information theoretic measures of fidelity and sensitivity developed here.
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coarse graining | inadequate resolution I n many situations in contemporary science and engineering involving complex systems, the analysis and prediction of phenomena often occur through complex dynamical equations that have significant model errors compared with the true signal in nature. Clearly, it is important both to improve the imperfect model's capabilities to recover crucial features of the natural system and also to accurately model the sensitivities in the natural system to changes in external or internal parameters. These efforts are hampered by the fact that the actual dynamics of the natural system are unknown. Important examples with major societal impact involve the Earth's climate and climate change where climate sensitivities are studied through a suite of imperfect comprehensive computer models (1-3, and references therein); other examples include imperfect mesoscopic models in materials science (4, 5) and neural science (6) when compared with actual observed behavior in these complex nonlinear systems. Recently, the authors (3) proposed a conceptual framework intermediate between detailed dynamical physical modeling and purely statistical analysis (7-9) based upon empirical information theory (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) to address model fidelity and sensitivity. The main goals of the present study are to utilize the strategy from ref. 3 to develop systematic practical principles with firm mathematical underpinning for both improving model fidelity and model sensitivity simultaneously compared with the natural system; these include techniques for identifying the most important parameters in a model to change to improve model fidelity and model sensitivity as well as improvements through the use of multimodel ensembles (16) . Features of these algorithms are tested below on a suite of models that despite their simplicity and unambiguous mathematical tractability, nevertheless, mimic crucial statistical features of complex systems such as Earth's climate (3, 17, 18) . Unambiguous features developed in the suite of examples below include intrinsic natural barriers to improving model sensitivity within a given class of models with equilibrium statistical fidelity, intrinsic measures for the skill of models with many degrees of freedom to capture the intrinsic sensitivity of the perfect system, and the systematic use of stochastic effects to improve model fidelity and sensitivity in complex systems (19) .
General Principles Through Empirical Information Theory
With a subset of variables~u ∈ R N and a family of measurement functionals~E L ð~uÞ ¼ ðE j ð~uÞÞ, 1 ≤ j ≤ L, for the perfect system, empirical information theory (10, 11) builds the least biased probability measure π L ð~uÞ consistent with the L measurements of the present climate,~E L . There is a unique functional on probability densities (10, 11) to measure this given by the entropy
and π L ð~uÞ is the unique probability so that Sðπ L ð~uÞÞ has the largest value among those probability densities consistent with the measured information,~E L . All integrals as in Eq. 1 are over the phase space R N unless otherwise noted. For example, measurements of the mean and second moments of the perfect system necessarily lead to a Gaussian approximation (11, 13) to the perfect system from measurements, π L ð~uÞ ¼ π G ð~uÞ. Any model of the perfect system produces a probability density, π M ð~uÞ. The natural way (11, 14) to measure the lack of information in one probability density, qð~uÞ, compared with the true probability density, pð~uÞ, is through the relative entropy, Pðp;qÞ, given by
This asymmetric functional on probability densities, Pðp;qÞ, has two attractive features (11, 13, 14) as a metric for model fidelity: (i) Pðp;qÞ ≥ 0 with equality if and only if p ¼ q; (ii) Pðp;qÞ is invariant under general nonlinear changes of variables. The first issue to contend with is the fact that π L ð~uÞ is not the actual perfect model density but only reflects the best unbiased estimate of the perfect model given the L measurements,~E L . Let πð~uÞ denote the probability density of the perfect model, which is not actually known. Nevertheless, Pðπ;π L Þ precisely quantifies the intrinsic error in using the L measurements of the perfect model,~E L . Consider an imperfect model with its associated probability density, π M ð~uÞ; then the intrinsic model error in the climate statistics is given by Pðπ;π M Þ. In practice, π M ð~uÞ is determined by no more information than that available in the perfect model. Consider a class of imperfect models, M; the best imperfect model for the coarse-grained variable~u is the M Ã ∈ M so that the perfect model has the smallest additional information beyond the imperfect model distribution π M Ã ð~uÞ, i.e.,
Also, actual improvements in a given imperfect model with distribution π M ð~uÞ resulting in a changed π M post ð~uÞ should result in improved information for the perfect model, so that Pðπ;π M post Þ ≤ Pðπ;π M Þ; otherwise, objectively, the model has not been improved compared with the original perfect model. The following general principle (3, 15) facilitates the practical calculation of Eq. 3.
The entropy difference, Sðπ L Þ − SðπÞ in Eq. 4, precisely measures an intrinsic error from the L measurements of the perfect system. With Eq. 4 and a fixed family of L measurements of the actual climate, the optimization principle in Eq. 3 can be computed explicitly by replacing the unknown π by the hypothetically known π L in these formulas so that, for example, π M Ã is calculated by
The most practical setup for applying the framework of empirical information theory developed above arises when both the perfect system measurements and the model measurements involve only the mean and covariance of the variables~u so that π L is Gaussian with climate mean~u and covariance R, whereas π M is Gaussian with model mean~u M and covariance R M . In this case, Pðπ L ;π M Þ has the explicit formula (11, 20) 
Note that the first term in brackets in Eq. 6 is the signal, reflecting the model error in the mean but weighted by the inverse of the model covariance, R −1 M , whereas the second term in brackets, the dispersion, involves only the model error covariance ratio, RR −1 M . The intrinsic metric in Eq. 6 is invariant under any (linear) change of variables that maps Gaussian distributions to Gaussians and the signal and dispersion terms are individually invariant under these transformations; this property is very important.
Improving Model Fidelity and Sensitivity
Next, we use the above framework to develop systematic general principles for improving model fidelity as well as model sensitivity. Assume either the perfect system or the model system or both are perturbed in a fashion so that π δ ð~uÞ the unknown perfect distribution, π L;δ ð~uÞ, the measured distribution, and π M δ ð~uÞ the model distribution all vary smoothly with the parameter δ; i.e.,
Rigorous theorems guarantee this smooth dependence under minimal hypothesis for stochastic dynamical systems (21) . By assuming the parameter δ is small enough and doing leading order Taylor expansion of Eq. 4, the following general result emerges:
In the special case with regard to the L measurements,
, with perfect model fidelity the expansion in Fact 1 for perturbations simplifies and becomes
where the quadratic discrepancy in Eq. 9 is measured in the Fisher information metric (3, (7) (8) (9) . The following special case is important: For measurements of only mean and covariance and for an imperfect model, π M δ ð~uÞ, with Gaussian statistics necessarily π 2;δ ≡ π G;δ is Gaussian with mean~u δ and covariance R δ , whereasū M , R M;δ denote the model mean and covariance. For simplicity in exposition, assume there is a family of variables, ðu k Þ ≡~u, for jkj ≤ N, where simultaneously both R δ and R M;δ are block diagonal covariance matrices so that
where R δ;k , R M;δ;k are nonnegative scalar variances. Note that this behavior can always be arranged exactly at δ ¼ 0 without loss of generality through a whitening transformation (13) . By using Eqs. 6 and 8 in this Gaussian setting, the leading order behavior in Fact 1 becomes
Under the same Gaussian assumptions and perfect model fidelity, the formula in Eq. 9 becomes
In both Eqs. 10 and 11, the first summation represents the signal contribution from Eq. 6, whereas the second summation represents the dispersion contribution. We use these formulas in Eqs. 10 and 11 below to demonstrate facets of improving model fidelity and model sensitivity explicitly. The formulas in Eqs. 3 and 4 can be utilized directly to build multimodel ensembles with improved fidelity. First, note that
Because logðxÞ is a strictly concave function, at least formally Lðπ L ;π M Þ is a strictly concave function of π M . Now, consider P different models, π M p , 1 ≤ p ≤ P, and the convex subset of mixture distributions defined by
The π M ðαÞ consists of all conceivable multimodel ensembles. Because strictly concave functions restricted to finite convex sets have a unique maximum, let~α Ã be uniquely defined by the maximum mean log-likelihood
Then, from Eqs. 3, 4, and 12,~α Ã defines the weights for the multimodel ensemble in Eq. 13 with the highest model fidelity. Further Gaussian approximations of this multimodel approach are useful here for high dimensional systems. Next, we apply the above systematic principles to a family of increasingly complex test models.
A Simple Example with an Intrinsic Barrier for Improving Model Sensitivity
A typical situation with model error for complex systems arises when the true system has additional degrees of freedom that are hidden from the family of imperfect models utilized to study this system either through lack of scientific understanding or the practical lack of computational resolution. The simplest example with these features is to consider the true system as given by the two linear stochastic equations
where _ W is white noise; the system of equation in Eq. 15 has a smooth Gaussian statistical steady state provided that a þ A < 0; aA− q > 0. [16] Assume that the variable v in Eq. 15 is hidden from the modeling process where all imperfect models are given by the scalar stochastic equation
The natural requirement γ M > 0 is needed for Eq. 17 to have a Gaussian statistical steady state. Now consider the situation where the model in Eq. 17 has been tuned to match the single time statistics for u in Eq. 15 with perfect fidelity by matching the mean and variance of u M with u; elementary calculations show this is true for a one parameter family of models parameterized by γ M > 0 provided that F M , σ 2 M satisfy the equilibrium mean and variance equations
Thus, the conditions in Eq. 18 for F M and σ M guarantee perfect model fidelity for any γ M > 0. In many practical situations such as actual experiments or climate science, it is important to understand the response of the natural system to external forcing, δF, and to hope that the response of the imperfect model captures the features of this response. The natural system response for Eq. 15 occurs by replacing F in Eq. 15 by F þ δF, whereas the same experiment in the model for Eq. 17 involves replacing F M by F M þ δF. For both the natural system in Eq. 15 and the model system in Eq. 17, the only change in the equilibrium response is through the change in mean
whereas the variance of u for the perfect model and u M for the imperfect model stays constant at the same value E determined through the second equality in Eq. 18. Now assume that the natural system satisfies the stability conditions in 16 with A > 0.
We claim that no model from Eq. 17 even with perfect fidelity in Eq. 18 for any γ M > 0 can match the sensitivity of the natural system correctly; this is easy to see from Eq. 19 because for A > 0, signðδuÞ ¼ −signðδFÞ but for all models from Eq. 17, signðδu M Þ ¼ signðδFÞ and the perfect and model sensitivity are always anticorrelated! The formula in Eq. 11 applies exactly to these models with perfect fidelity with
In this situation with A > 0, the attempt to minimize the information theoretic model error in the sensitivity through the general principle in Eq. 3 is futile because no finite minimum over γ M of Eq. 20 is achieved and necessarily γ M → ∞ in the approach to this minimum value; in other words, there is an intrinsic barrier to skill in sensitivity that cannot be overcome with the imperfect models in Eq. 17 even though they satisfy perfect model fidelity in Eq. 18. In this situation, information theory predicts that one needs to enlarge the class of models beyond Eq. 17 by introducing more degrees of freedom in the model. On the other hand, if the natural system satisfies 16 with A < 0, then using Eq. 20 to minimize the lack of information in the sensitivity in the models that satisfy perfect fidelity in Eq. 18 results in the unique model with
and this model captures both the model fidelity and model sensitivity to this forcing parameter exactly. It is worth noting that complex valued scalar generalizations of the models in Eq. 17 that satisfy both Eqs. 18 and 21 simultaneously can have considerable skill in the mean sensitivity response (22) and the real time filtering (23) of large dimensional turbulent dynamical systems despite significant additional model errors.
Sensitivity and Model Error for Linear Stochastic PDEs
Many complex systems in nature have significant behavior over many spatiotemporal scales with subtle sensitivity in the response to changes in forcing (22, 24, 25) ; the ability of an imperfect model to reproduce this multiscale behavior is a central issue as well as the capability of the imperfect model to mimic the sensitivity of the natural system. The simplest model to study these issues involving many degrees of freedom in a spatially extended system is through deterministically and stochastically forced constant coefficient PDEs (17, 18, 23) . In this setting, both the perfect and imperfect models are described by independent families of constant coefficient complex stochastic scalar equations for each Fourier mode, u k , k ¼ 1;:::;N, where the number N represents the truncation scale in space for observation of the natural extended system. Here, the perfect model has the form for spatial wave numbers 1 ≤ k ≤ N,
whereas the imperfect model is assumed to be given by
for 1 ≤ k ≤ N. In Eqs. 22 and 23, _ W k and _ W M;k are independent complex white noises for each k, whereas F k and F M;k are the constant mean forcing and δF k is the change in forcing. The known functions ω k , ω M;k represent, respectively, perfect and imperfect model dispersion relations, whereas the factors γ k ;γ M;k > 0 both represent turbulent and ordinary dissipation at a given spatial wave number. The equilibrium statistical state for both the perfect and imperfect models including the perturbed forcing is a product of Gaussians for each wave number with mean
and variance
First, without the sensitivity so that δF k ¼ 0, we show how Fact 1 from Eqs. 8 and 10 gives direct insight into how to improve a model with model error. Most models for turbulence in spatially extended systems have too much dissipation (19) due to inadequate resolutions and deterministic parameterization of unresolved features. Thus, for simplicity it is assumed that the energy spectra satisfy E k > E M;k for k ¼ 1;:::;N:
The information theory formula in Eq. 10 suggests that we will always improve the model by increasing the variance of the stochastic forcing of the model through δσ k > 0 so that δE M;k > 0; according to Eq. 10 this increased stochastic forcing has two effects in improving the model: a direct one by lowering the dispersion contribution and an indirect one by decreasing the weight of the signal contribution to the model error. The formula in Eq. 10 also shows that we improve the model's information discrepancy if for each Fourier mode, we can adjust F M;k so that δū M;k ðū k −ū M;k Þ > 0. Of course, the quantitative intuition for systematic model improvement using Eqs. 8 and 10 can be verified directly in the present setting through the exact Gaussian formula in Eq. 6. Thus, the information theory framework in this simple setting justifies the empirical fact that increasing variance through stochastic forcing improves model error (19) .
To examine the role of increasing spatial resolution, i.e., larger N, in evaluating model error, we use the explicit formula in Eq. 6 in the present setting for the dispersion
with DðxÞ ¼ − logðxÞ þ x − 1. To focus the discussion, power law turbulent spectra E k ¼ jkj −α , E M;k ¼ jkj −α M are assumed with α;α M ≥ 0. First, if the model is overdamped compared with the perfect model, α M − α > 0, then DðE k ∕E M;k Þ ≈ jkj α M −α for k ≫ 1 so that increasing the resolution of the model error metric strongly concentrates the required improvement of the model to the smaller spatial scales. On the other hand, if the model spectrum is less steep than the perfect model, α − α M > 0, then DðE k ∕E M;k Þ ≈ ðα − α M Þ log jkj for jkj ≥ 1, and there are much less severe demands to improve the model at small scales as the resolution of the model error metric increases.
Next, the models in Eqs. 22 and 23 are utilized to illustrate the important role of Fisher information from Eq. 11 in evaluating sensitivity of the perfect model (3) and the sensitivity of the system with model error. To evaluate the sensitivity of the perfect model in Eq. 22 to the change in external forcing, one computes Pðπ δ ð~uÞ;πð~uÞÞ; both Eqs. 6 and 11 yield the same exact formula by utilizing Eqs. 24 and 25,
Thus, the most sensitive spatial wave number in the system is the one that produces the most additional information (3) beyond the present statistical equilibrium; according to Eq. 28, this occurs at the spatial wave number k Ã , where
As already noted in ref. 3 , this sensitivity calculation utilizes dynamics and is not the traditional application of Fisher information in statistics (7, 8) that would declare the wave number with the largest variance to be the most significant one. To illustrate this for the perfect model, utilize the Rossby wave dispersion relation,
with atmospheric values β ¼ 8.91, F s ¼ 16 and the turbulent damping γ k ¼ νðk 2 þ F s Þ, where ν is the damping coefficient; consider energy spectra E k ¼ k −α for α ¼ 0;1∕2;5∕3;3 as illustrative examples. For all these cases, the largest variance occurs at k ¼ 1. In Fig. 1 A and B we graph I k and locate the most sensitive direction for the perfect model with these varying spectra and ν ¼ 0.002, ν ¼ 0.0002, respectively. In Fig 1A only the flat spectrum, α ¼ 0, has most sensitivity at k ¼ 1 and even this is no longer true in Fig 1B for smaller ν. Fig. 1C shows interesting changes of the most sensitive direction with ν for the different α although as expected from the earlier discussion, the steeper spectra are most sensitive at smaller scales. Now, we ask whether the most sensitive direction (3) predicted by a model with model error, as measured by Pðπ M δ ;π M Þ, accurately reflects that for the perfect model. Fig. 1C provides the answer if we assume there is model error in the damping coefficient, ν. For any range of ν where the graph with a given spectrum remains flat, the imperfect model sensitivity prediction coincides with that for the perfect model. There is a wide region for damping variation for the equipartition spectrum, α ¼ 0, and smaller plateaus for the other spectra where these predictions are identical but also surprising sudden bifurcations like that illustrated in Fig. 1 A and B where the imperfect model with a different ν can dramatically fail to capture the correct sensitivity of the perfect model.
Improving Imperfect Models by Stochastic Forcing
The previous examples were elementary because they involved only linear stochastic equations yet they revealed subtle behavior for improving models and their sensitivity. Here, we utilize the instructive models introduced and analyzed by the authors (3, 17, 18) with nontrivial eddy diffusivity, variance spectrum, and intermittent non-Gaussian statistics like tracers in the atmosphere (26) as the perfect models to provide a highly nontrivial demonstration of improving the fidelity of imperfect models through stochastic forcing.
The perfect models have a zonal (east-west) mean jet, UðtÞ, a family of planetary and synoptic scale waves with north-south velocity vðx;tÞ with x, a spatially periodic variable representing a fixed midlatitude circle in the east-west direction, and tracer gas Tðx;tÞ with a north-south environmental mean gradient α and molecular diffusivity κ. The dynamical equations for these variables are
[29]
The functions f ðtÞ, f v ðx;tÞ are known time periodic functions with a period of one year reflecting the changing external forcing of the seasonal cycle, whereas _ W , _ W v represent random white noise fluctuations in forcing. The equation in Eq. 29 for the turbulent planetary waves is solved by Fourier series with independent scalar complex variable versions of the equation in Eq. 29 (A) for each different wave number k; in Fourier space the operator P k has the formP k ¼ −γ k þ iω k with frequency ω k ¼ βk k 2 þF s corresponding to the dispersion relation of baroclinic Rossby waves and dissipation γ k ¼ νðk 2 þ F s Þ, where β is the north-south gradient of rotation, F s is the stratification, and ν is a damping coefficient; the white noise forcing for Eq. 29 (B) is chosen to vary with each spatial wave number k to generate an equipartition energy spectrum for planetary scale wave numbers 1 ≤ jkj ≤ 10 and a jkj −5∕3 turbulent cascade spectrum for 11 ≤ jkj ≤ 52. The zonal jet UðtÞ ¼ŪðtÞ þ U 0 ðtÞ, whereŪðtÞ is the climatological periodic mean with γ, and σ chosen so that this jet is strongly eastward whereas the random fluctuations, U 0 ðtÞ, have a standard deviation consistent with such eastward dynamical behavior. Here, the imperfect models are Gaussian with the same dynamics for the zonal jet and Rossby waves from Eq. 29 (A) and (B), but the tracer equation is given by 
